Madras®
Satin and Textured
LINEAR PATTERNS

MADRAS®: THE WIDEST RANGE
OF SATIN GLASS WITH LINEAR PATTERNS
FOR ARCHITECTURE AND DESIGN.
►Madras® satin finishing and chemical etching, unlike painting,
permanently modify the surface of glass, but that’s not all: they
enable unique visual and tactile effects to be produced. Light is
refracted and diffused with a rare delicacy thanks to the fineness
of the texture. For the same reasons, cleaning is far easier too.
And the beauty of the products lasts longer.
►Different finishes for different degrees of vision: to effectively
block vision whilst allowing light to pass from one ambience to
another, products with a satin-finish ground are to be preferred.
In this case, the textures are very slightly in relief and pleasing to the
touch.
Satin patterns on a transparent ground perfectly smooth on
the surface, on the other hand, make it possible to look from one
side of the glass to the other, while the double-sided versions create
dynamic visual effects.
►Drawing volumes with light. Light diffused by a LED source
embedded in the thickness of the glass enhances the Madras®
finish. It’s the satin-finish surface in fact that intercepts and reflects
the light to become luminous itself.
Choice of colour is important here: to obtain maximum light
transmittance it’s preferable to use extra-clear glass.
►Heat and mechanical transformations. All Madras® products
made of monolithic float glass can be tempered and laminated
with PVB or EVA for safety applications. Certain models can also be
produced using already certified laminated float.
►Applications and installations. Due to the ample choice of
thicknesses and variety of finishes and performance characteristics,
Madras® glass with linear patterns has been used by top interior
designers for doors, partitions and quality furniture finishes, for both
individual projects and serial production.

TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION
Plate sizes*: 2250 x 3210 mm (useful: 2210 x 3170 mm)
Thicknesses*: 4/5/6/8/10 mm
Weight: 2.5 kg/m2 per mm thickness
Colours:

clear

extra-clear

bronze

grey

*Fluido: sizes 1610 x 3210 mm (useful: 1570 x 3170 mm), thicknesses 4/6 mm.

TECHNICAL DATA SHEETS
We recommend checking the suitability of the chosen Madras®
article by consulting the relative technical data sheet on our website:
www.madrasglass.co.uk, Catalogue/All Products.
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Madras® is produced by Vitrealspecchi.
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